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Abstract
In [1] and [2] we defined new invariants of both bipartite and mul-
tipartite quantum systems under local unitary transformations via
algebraic-geometry of determinantal varieties, and gave a new sepa-
rability criterion based on our new invariants. The purpose of this
note is to show how Schmidt number of pure states in bipartite sys-
tems, a classical invariant, can be read out from algebraic-geometric
invariants.
In [1] and [2], we introduced algebraic sets (ie., the zero locus of several
multi-variable homogeneous polynomials, see [4]) in the complex projective
spaces and the products of complex projective spaces for mixed states in a
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bipartite and multipartite quantum systems with the following two proper-
ties:
1) When we apply local unitary operations to the mixed state, the cor-
responding algebraic sets are changed by a linear transformation, and thus
these invariants can be used to distinguish inequivalent mixed states under
local unitary operations;
2)The algebraic sets are linear (the union of some linear subspaces) if the
mixed state is separable, and thus we give a new separability criterion.
Actually as indicated in [1] and [2], if the standard Euclid metric of the
complex space (resp. Fubini-Study metric of the projective complex space)
is used, the metric properties of the algebraic sets are also preserved when
local unitary operations are applied to the mixed state.
Though the invariants defined in [1] and [2] cannot be used for very low
rank mixed states, for example, the invariants there for pure states are always
the whole space. However we modify the definition there and thus introduce
more algebraic-geometric invariants of the mixed states in this note. The
main example is Theorem 4 which shows that Schmidt number of pure states
is actually an algebraic-geometric invariant.
Let H = CmA ⊗ C
n
B and the standard orthogonal base is {|ij >}, where,
i = 1, ..., m and j = 1, ..., n, and ρ is a mixed state on H . We represent the
matrix of ρ in the base {|11 >, ...|1n >, ..., |m1 >, ..., |mn >}, and consider ρ
as a blocked matrix ρ = (ρij)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m with each block ρij a n× n matrix
corresponding to the |i1 >, ..., |in > rows and the |j1 >, ..., |jn > columns.
We recall the definition of algebraic-geometric invariants in [1].
Definition 1.We define
VA(ρ) = {(r1, ..., rm) ∈ CP
m−1 : det(Σi,jrir
∗
jρij) = 0}
Similarly VB(ρ) ⊆ C
n can be defined. Here * means the conjugate of complex
numbers and det means the determinant.
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Example 1. Let ρ = 1
mn
Imn, the maximally mixed state, we easily have
VA(ρ) = {(r1, ..., rn) : det(Σrir
∗
i In) = 0} = ∅. This is a trivial example.
It is thus natural we can define the following generalized invariants.
Definition 2.We define
V kA(ρ) = {(r1, ..., rm) ∈ CP
m−1 : rank(Σi,jrir
∗
jρij) ≤ k}
, for k = 0, 1, ..., n− 1. Similarly V kB(ρ) ⊆ CP
n−1 can be defined.
It is clear that VA(ρ) = V
n−1
A (ρ) here, thus the invariants introduced here
are natural generalization of invariants in [1].
Similarly as in [1] we have the following results.
Theorem 1.Let T = UA ⊗ UB, where UA and UB are the local opera-
tions (ie., unitary linear transformation) on CmA and C
n
B rescpectively. Then
V kA(T (ρ)) = U
−1
A (V
k
A(ρ)), that is V
k
A(ρ) (resp. V
k
B(ρ)) is a “invariant” upto
a linear transformation of CPm−1 of the mixed state ρ under local unitary
operation.
Proof. Let UA = (u
A
ij)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m, and UB = (u
B
ij)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤n, be the
matrix in the standard orthogonal bases. Then the matrix of T (ρ) under
the standard orthogonal base {|ij >}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, is
T (ρ) = (Σl,ku
A
ilUB(ρlk)(U
∗
B)
τ (uAjk)
∗)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m. Hence
V kA (T (ρ)) = {(r1, ..., rm) : rank(Σl,k(Σiriu
A
il)(Σiriu
A
il )
∗UB(ρlk)(U
∗
B)
τ ) ≤ k} (1)
We set r′l = Σiriu
A
il for l = 1, ..., m.Then
Σl,k(Σiriu
A
il)(Σiriu
A
il )
∗UB(ρlk)(U
∗
B)
τ
= UB(Σlkr
′
l(r
′
k)
∗(ρlk)(U
∗
B)
τ (2)
Thus
V kA (T (ρ)) = {(r1, ..., rm) : rank(Σlkr
′
l(r
′
k)
∗(ρlk)) ≤ k} (3)
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and our conclusion follows.
Remark 1. Since U−1A certainly preserve the standard Euclid metric
Σrir
∗
i of C
m (resp. Fubini-Study metric of CPm−1), we know that all metric
properties of VA(ρ) are preserved when the local operations are applied to
the mixed state ρ.
In the following statement, the term “algebraic set “ means the set of
zeros of a system of m variable polynomials.(see [18]).
Theorem 2. V kA(ρ) (resp. V
k
B(ρ)) is an algebraic set in CP
m−1 (resp.CP n−1).
Theorem 3. If ρ is a separable mixed state, V kA(ρ) (resp. V
k
B(ρ)) is a lin-
ear subset of CPm−1 (resp.CP n−1),ie., it is the union of the linear subspaces.
For the purpose to prove Theorem 2 and 3 we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. We take the orthogonal base {e1, ..., eh} of a h dimension
Hilbert space H. Let ρ = Σtl=1plPvl, where vl is unit vector in H for l = 1, ..., t
, vl = Σ
h
k=1aklek , A = (akl)1≤k≤h,1≤l≤t is the h× t matrix and Pvl is the pro-
jection to the vector vl. Then the matrix of ρ with the base {e1, ..., eh} is
AP (A∗)τ , where P is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries p1, ..., ph.
Proof. We note that the matrix of Pvl with the base is α(α
∗)τ where
α = (a1l, ..., ahl)
τ is just the representation vector of vl with the base. The
conclusion follows immediately.
The following conclusion is a direct matrix computation from Lemma 1
or see [5],[6]
Corollary 1. Suppose pi > 0, then the image of ρ is the linear span of
vectors v1, ..., vt.
Now let H be the CmA ⊗ C
n
B ,{e1, ..., emn} be the standard orthogonal
base {|11 >, ..., |1n >, ..., |m1 >, ..., |mn >} and ρ = Σtl=1plPvl be a mixed
state on H . We may consider the mn × t matrix A as a m × 1 blocked
matrix with each block Aw, where w = 1, ..., m, a n × t matrix correspond-
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ing to {|w1 >, ..., |wn >}. Then it is easy to see ρij = AiP (A
∗
j)
τ , where
i = 1, ...m, j = 1, ..., m. Thus
Σrir
∗
jρij = (ΣriAi)P (Σr
∗
iA
∗
i )
τ (4)
Lemma 2. Σrir
∗
jρij is a (semi) positive n× n matrix. Its rank equal to
the rank of (ΣriAi).
Proof. The first conclusion is clear. The matrix is of rank ≤ k if and
only if there exist n − k linear indepandent vectors cj = (cj1, ..., c
j
n) ,for
j = 1, ..., n− k with the property.
cj(Σrir
∗
jρij)(c
j∗)τ =
(Σric
jAi)P (Σr
∗
i c
j∗A∗i )
τ = 0
(5)
Since P is a strictly positive definite matrix,our conclusion follows imme-
diately.
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemma 2 , we know that V kA(ρ) is the zero
locus of all (k + 1)× (k + 1) submatrices of (ΣriAi) in CP
m−1.
Now suppose that the mixed state ρ is separable,ie, there are unit product
vectors a1⊗ b1, ...., as⊗ bs such that ρ = Σ
s
l=1qlPal⊗bl , where q1, ...qs are pos-
itive real numbers. Let au = a
1
u|1 > +...+ a
m
u |m >, bu = b
1
u|1 > +...+ b
n
u|n >
for u = 1, ..., s. Hence the vector representation of au⊗ bu with the standard
base is au⊗ bu = Σija
i
ub
j
u|ij >. Consider the corresponding mn× s matrix C
of a1⊗ b1, ..., as⊗ bs as in Lemma 1, we have ρ = CQ(C
∗)τ , where Q is diag-
onal matrix with diagonal entries q1, ..., qs. As before we consider C as m×1
blocked matrix with blocks Cw, w = 1, ...m. Here Cw is a n× s matrix of the
form Cw = (a
w
j b
i
j)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤s = BTw , where B = (b
i
j)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤s is a n × s
matrix and Tw is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a
w
1
, ..., aws . Thus
from Lemma 1, we have ρij = CiQ(C
∗
j )
τ = B(TiQ(T
∗
j )
τ )(B∗)τ = BTij(B
∗)τ ,
where Tij is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries q1a
i
1
(aj1)
∗, ..., qsa
i
s(a
j
s)
∗.
Proof of Theorem 3. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we have
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Σrir
∗
jρij = Σrir
∗
jBTij(B
∗)τ
B(Σrir
∗
jTij)(B
∗)τ
(6)
Here we note Σrir
∗
jTij is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
q1(Σria
i
1
)(Σria
i
1
)∗, ..., qs(Σria
i
s)(Σria
i
s)
∗.Thus Σrir
∗
jρij = BGQ(G
∗)τ (B∗)τ , where
G is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries Σria
i
1
, ...,Σria
i
s. Because Q is a
strictly positive definite matrix, from lemma 2 we know that rank(Σrir
∗
jρij) ≤
k if and only if rank(BG) ≤ k. Note that BG is just the multiplication of
s diagonal entries of G (which is linear forms of r1, ..., rm) on the s columns
of B, thus the determinants of all (k + 1) × (k + 1) submatrices of BG are
the multiplications of a constant (possibly zero) and (k + 1) linear forms of
r1, ..., rm. Thus the conlusion is proved.
From Theorem 3 here, actually a stronger separability criterion than in
[1] is given. We believe that Theorem 3 in [1] and here are good tools to
prove a mixed state is entangled.
However as showed in the following example, V 0A(ρ) for the rank 1 mixed
state (ie., pure states) are always linear. In this case our separability crite-
rion cannot work here. Interestingly, Schmidt numbers of pure states ρ can
be read out from V 0A(ρ), and thus actually our invariant still work for the
entanglement of even pure states.
For the algebraic set V ⊆ CPm−1 , it is a standard fact ([4]) in algebraic
geometry that V is the sum of its irreducible components, ie., V = V1∪· · ·∪Vt.
We define dim(V ) = max{dim(Vi) : i = 1, ..., t}.
Example 2. Let H = CmA ⊗ C
n
B ,where, m ≤ n, be a bipartite quantum
system and ρ = Pv, where v = Σijaij|ij >, be a pure state. Then we can see
that V 0A(ρ) is the locus of the condition that rank(R) ≤ 0, ie., R = 0.
R =


a11r1 + a21r2 + ... + am1rm
a12r1 + a22r2 + ... + am2rm
......
a1nr1 + a2nr2 + ... + amnrm

 (7)
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Proposition 1. If dim(V 0A(ρ)) = m− 2, v is a separable pure state.
Proof. In this case V 0A(ρ) is just the intersection of n hyperplanes in
CPm−1. If dim(V 0A(ρ) = m − 2, the n linear forms in the matrix R has to
all linear dependent on one of them. Without loss of generality, suppose
a1jr1 + a2jr2 + ... + amjrm = cj(a11r1 + a21r2 + ... + am1rm) for j = 2, ..., n.
Thus v = (Σiai1|i >)⊗ (|1 > +c2|2 > +...+ cn|n >), a separable pure state.
Actually from Theorem 1 about the invariance of V 0A(ρ), we can compute
it from its Hilbert-Schmidt decomposition (see [3]) v = Σdi=1aiei ⊗ e
′
i, where
e1, ..., em (resp., e
′
1
, ..., e′n) is a orthogonal base of C
m
A (resp. C
n
B). In this
representation of v, R = ΣiriAi in the prrof of Theorem 2,3 above becomes
the form R = (a1r1, ..., adrd, 0, ..., 0)
τ .
Theorem 4. For the pure state ρ = Pv, d = m if and only if V
0
A(ρ) = ∅
and d = m− 1− dim(V 0A(ρ)) if d ≤ m− 1.
Proof.. From the above representation of R, we have dim(V 0A(ρ)) =
m− 1− d, thus the conclusion follows immediately.
From Theorem 4 here, we show that Schmidt number of the pure states,
a classical invariant of the pure states in bipartite quantum systems, is actu-
ally an algebraic-geometric invariant. At the present stage, we are not clear
about the cases of other different generalizations of Schmidt numbers for the
mixed states ([7],[8],[9]).
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